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By providing continuous glucose monitoring, a subcutaneously implanted glucose sensor would greatly improve the quality of life for diabetics. However, implantation of a sensor triggers the host response in which proteins and cells attach and accumulate onto the sensor membrane surface. This membrane biofouling severely limits sensor lifetime and accuracy by restricting glucose diffusion. Whereas attempts to reduce membrane biofouling have mostly relied on passivation approaches, we have designed “self-cleaning” membranes whose surfaces actively detach adhered protein and cells upon thermal cycling. Thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) single network (SN) hydrogels deswell and reswell, respectively, when heated above and cooled below their volume phase transition temperature (VPTT). A self-cleaning PNIPAAm membrane would ideally be typically swollen (OFF-state) to facilitate glucose diffusion to the embedded sensor or sensing material. However, when transfermally heated above the VPTT, the membrane would reversibly switch to the deswollen state. This cyclical process would cause the active detachment of proteins and cells, thereby cleaning the surface to restore glucose diffusion. Double network (DN) designs, based on assymetically crosslinked, interpenetrating PNIPAAm networks, as well as considerations of membrane geometry and size were utilized to achieve the functional requirements of a self-cleaning membrane.
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